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Product Key
Manufactured in New Zealand

Non toxic and kinder on the environment

For use in the home

For use in the garden

For use on the land

NoPests

®

Pest control doesn’t have to be hard! NoPests® is about bringing no-nonsense,
effective, do it yourself pest control to the people.
Products that Really Work

New Zealand Made

Tested and proven within New Zealand’s harsh, and often
unforgiving environment ensuring that every product is up to
the task.

Where possible, we develop and manufacture our NoPests®
products in New Zealand ensuring that our products are tailored
for our unique environment.

Easy Application

Innovative Technology

Effective do it yourself pest control with simple instructions
ensures success no matter your level of experience.

We are constantly reviewing our products to ensure that they are
in-line with the latest in pest control innovation and technology.
Whether this is the raw ingredients in our insecticides or the
materials and construction of our traps and bait stations, you can
be assured they are leading the industry.

Non Toxic Environmentally Friendly
We try our best to use non toxic ingredients to ensure we are being
friendly to the environment. However, this is not always possible as
some pests are more difficult to control than others. You can identify
the non-toxic products in our range by the “Non Toxic” logo.
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Product Use Guide
Ants (Indoors)



NoPests® Crawling Insect Spray

Page 12

Apply to nests, runs, walls, resting places or where ever ants are seen.



NoPests® Ant Bait™, Exterm-an-ant® (Pg 14)

Page 13

Apply enough NoPests® Ant Bait to feed all passing ants. Apply in long strips (50mm) by nests or highways. Pour
Exterm-an-ant into dishes and place on trails or near nests.



NoPests® Insect Dust

Page 12

Apply Inside walls, ceiling, under floor cavities.

Ants (Outdoors)



NoPests® X-it Ant™

Page 13

Spray all hard surfaces where ants are seen: a metre up and out from the house, paths, pergolas, compost surrounds,
curbing, one metre band around tree trunks etc. Use only outdoors.



NoPests® Insect Dust

Page 12

Treat where ants are entering the house, inside wall cavities, under decks, rock walls, cracks and crevices.



NoPests® Ant Bait™, Exterm-an-ant® (Pg 14), Vanquish™ (Pg 14)

Page 13

Apply enough NoPests® Ant Bait to feed all passing ants. Apply in long strips (50mm) by nests or highways.
Pour Exterm-an-ant into dishes and place on trails or near nests.
Apply Vanquish in 2m grid over whole section in the evening. Note: Vanquish is for Argentine Ant only.



NoPests® Sand4Ants, Biforce® Granules (Pg 13)

Page 12

Apply to areas where ants are active and where possible directly to the nest. Use on organic or inaccessible areas
where spraying has limited effect. e.g., gardens, grass, bark, compost.

Cockroaches



NoPests® Crawling Insect Spray

Page 12

Apply to walls, skirting boards, cupboards, behind sinks, stove and pipes and cracks and crevices.



NoPests® Roach Bait

Page 14

Apply as small spots to harbourage areas, Apply behind appliances, plumbing pipes, wall voids. Apply two spots/m² for
light infestations and five spots/m² for heavy infestations.



Vendetta® Cockroach Gel Bait

Page 14

Apply as small spots to harbourage areas, Apply behind appliances, plumbing pipes, wall voids. Apply two spots/m² for
light infestations and five spots/m² for heavy infestations.

Flies



NoPests® Bug Spray™

Page 8

Ensure coverage of walls, ceilings, skirting boards, window sills and all exposed surfaces where flies may rest. Do not
allow spray to contact food, food preparation surfaces or food utensils.



NoPests® Disposable Fly Bag Trap

Page 10

Set up away from the house. Will catch large numbers of flies and can be used in any outdoor situation. Cheap, use once
and discard first defence against flies.
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PRODUCT TYPE:  Spray

Cluster Flies



 Dust

 Bait

 Granules

NoPests® Crawling Insect Spray

 Trap

 Gel  Deterrent

Page 12

Mist into ceiling voids and spray outside landing areas to repel cluster flies. Apply before flies start gaining entry for
winter hibernation.

Fleas & Ticks



NoPests® Crawling Insect Spray

Page 12

Apply to floors, carpets, skirting boards, kennels, pet bedding and adjacent wall areas as a coarse spray. Keep pets off
applied surface until dry.



NoPests® Bug Spray™

Page 8

Ensure coverage of walls, ceilings, skirting boards, window sills and all exposed surfaces where flies may rest. Do not
allow spray to contact food, food preparation surfaces or food utensils.

Mosquitos



NoPests® Bug Spray™

Page 8

Spray around and inside buildings. Apply to walls, skirting boards, and all exposed surface areas where mosquitoes
may rest. Coverage of damp dark areas and foliage around likely breeding sites outside will limit their harbourage
areas.

Silverfish



NoPests® Bug Spray™

Page 8

Locate the source of infestation and spray. If the source cannot be located spray all surfaces on which silverfish travel.
These are mainly dark areas, in cupboards and around book shelves.



NoPests® Insect Dust

Page 12

Apply to cracks and crevices as well as wall and ceiling voids. Dust all areas where Silverfish are frequenting
inaccessible to spray.

Crickets



Crickoff Pro Black Field Cricket Bait

Page 14

Apply Crickoff Pro to pasture using a hand held shaker or seed spreader when crickets first appear at a rate of 11kg per
hectare.

Carpet Beetle



NoPests® Bug Spray™

Page 8

Apply enough spray to carpet areas infested with Carpet beetles. Ensure vulnerable areas are protected against spray
drift (see label)
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Product Use Guide
Spiders (General)



NoPests® Bug Spray™

Page 8

Spray walls, ceilings and floor areas both indoors and exterior of buildings. Ensure vulnerable areas are protected
against spray drift (see label)

White Tail Spiders



NoPests® Crawling Insect Spray

Page 12

White tails are hunters and don’t build webs. Using a non-repellent spray to cover trails, around outside lights and
harbourage areas will give long term control. Inside cupboards, and ceiling voids are good habitats for white tails.

Wasps



NoPests® Insect Dust, Dust2Dust™ (Pg 13)

Page 12

Use the NoPests® Insect Dust apply into the nest entrance in the evening or after dark (this is the safest time).



NoPests® Wasp Dome Trap

Page 10

Re-usable wasp dome for use with Nopest Wasp lure. Use in high summer months to control active wasp populations
and also in winter and spring months to control queen wasps, preventing population growth.



NoPests® Wasp Lure

Page 10

Chemical Free. For controlling nuisance wasp’s around the home use NoPests® Wasp lure in either a NoPests® Dome
Trap or Disposable Wasp bag.



Wasp Bag Disposable

Page 10

Single-use, disposable wasp trapping system for use with NoPests® Wasp Lure. Use in high summer months to control
active wasp populations and also in winter and spring months to control queen wasps, preventing population growth.



WaspJet Pro®

Page 10

Spray early morning or late evening when most wasps are back in the nest and less active. Hold can upright and target
spray towards the nest with the wind coming from behind you. Wear protective clothing when treating nests and stand
at a safe distance, not directly underneath.

Rabbits



Pindone AgTech Rabbit Pellets

Page 16

The only rabbit bait considered safe enough to be available to the general public. Pindone Rabbit Bait Pellets must be
used with a bait station



NoPests® Multifeeder Bait Station

Page 16

Rabbits don’t like new things in their environment, so introduce bait stations a few days prior to filling with bait to
ensure rabbits get used to their presence
Place bait station in areas where rabbits have left dung heaps and scratchings.
Restock the bait station every night to ensure bait station is only half filled with holes facing to the side for the first 3-4
nights. This ensures enough bait pellets are consumed by the rabbits for a lethal dose.
Seal the bait station during the day and when wet weather is forecast to protect bait from exposure to the elements and
non-target animal species.
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PRODUCT TYPE:  Spray

Rats



 Dust

 Bait

 Granules

 Trap

 Gel  Deterrent

Pindone Pellets Possums & Rats

Page 16

Pindone Possum & Rat Bait Pellets must be used with a bait station



Contrac® Rodent Blox, Ditrac® Rodent Block (Pg 18)

Page 17

Multi-feed (Ditrac) or a single-feed (Contrac) anticoagulant rodent bait for use in bait stations.



Tomcat® Rodent Station

Page 18

Keeps your rodent control bait or traps away from children and pets and out of sight.



Pied Pier Bait Station

Page 17

An easy set, refillable and weatherproof bait station for the control of rats.
For use with Pindone Possum and Rat Pellets or Rodent blox’s.



Snap Rat Trap

Page 19

Simple, safe, sanitary and built to last.



Victor® Professional Rat Trap

Page 19

Trigger sensitivity on the Professional Rat Trap is determined after setting by simply moving arm toward the firm or soft
position indicated as letters “F” or “S” on the side of the setting control. Further adjustments can be made by slightly
bending the trigger arm.



NoPests® Live Rat Cage

Page 17

Rats are lured into the cage by bait applied to the hook. The trigger activates when the rat pulls on the bait.



DOC Rat Tunnel

Page 18

A specially designed H3 treated wooden box housing developed to hold rat snap traps.



Modified Victor® Stoat and Rat Trap

Page 19

A cost effective and lightweight alternative to the DOC 150 and 200 in a wooden box. Passed NAWAC testing when set in a DOC
Rat Tunnel with a frontal approach.



BaitSafe®

Page 20

The next generation in bait station technology removing the need to enter small, uncomfortable or hazardous locations
to install bait stations.

Mice



Contrac® Rodent Blox, Ditrac® Rodent Block (Pg 18)

Page 17

Multi-feed (Ditrac) or a single-feed (Contrac) anticoagulant rodent bait for use in bait stations.



Tomcat® Mouse Bait Station

Page 18

Keeps your rodent control bait or traps away from children and pets and out of sight.



Snap Mouse Trap

Page 19

Simple, safe, sanitary and built to last.



BaitSafe®

Page 20

The next generation in bait station technology removing the need to enter small, uncomfortable or hazardous locations
to install bait stations.
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Product Use Guide
Possums



Cat & Possum Cage Trap NC (2 doors)

Page 17

Specialised two-door, plate operated, non-collapsible cage trap for catching feral cats and possums, popular with
councils and landcare groups. Can be baited with apple for possums, or meat or chicken for cats.



Timms Trap, Trapinator Kill Trap

Page 20

Specially designed instant kill traps for possums. Both traps can be modified for feral cats.



Philproof Possum Station

Page 17

A reusable possum bait stations for use with Pindone Possum & Rat Bait Pellets (sold separately). Position so possums
can easily feed on the bait.



Pindone Pellets Possums & Rats

Page 16

Pindone Possum & Rat Bait Pellets must be used with a bait station

Cats



Cat & Possum Cage Trap NC (2 doors)

Page 17

Specialised two-door, plate operated, non-collapsible cage trap for catching feral cats and possums, popular with
councils and landcare groups. Can be baited with apple for possums, or meat or chicken for cats.

Slugs and Snails



NoPests® Delicia® SLUGGOFF® Lentils

Page 15

Designed with slugs and snails in mind. Rapid uptake ensures maximum efficacy and therefore maximum crop
protection. Free from dust, have a slim ‘biting edge’ allowing for easy consumption from even the smallest juvenile.
Resistant to rain and mould for up to 4 weeks.

Whiteflies & Aphids



NoPests® Flying Insects Sticky Traps

Page 8

Hang the trap just above the plants using the twist tie supplied. Remember to move the trap higher up as the plants
grow. Each trap will last for approximately 8 weeks or until sticky surface becomes covered with insects. Once at least
half of the trap is covered in insects, wrap the trap in newspaper and dispose of in the bin.

Codling Moth



NoPests® Codling Moth Pheromone Trap

Page 9

Hang the triangular (delta) cross-section trap during September before the moths start flying using the first lure and
sticky glue insert. The trap is designed to protect 3-5 trees in a 12 metre radius. The pheromone lure attracts and traps
male moths disrupting breeding and reducing infestation. Use your second lure and sticky glue insert to complete the
season.



NoPests® Madex®2

Page 9

Certified Organic spray to control codling moth larvae. Make the first application when codling moth larvae are
hatching. This is normally from early to mid-October. Repeat applications at 7-14 day intervals till mid-December. A
second infestation of young caterpillars may occur in mid-January.
Madex 2 used in consecutive seasons has a cumulative effect in the reduction of the codling moth population.
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PRODUCT TYPE:  Spray

Other Insects



 Dust

 Bait

 Granules

 Trap

 Gel  Deterrent

Beap Fruit Fly Trap

Page 11

BEAP Fruit Fly Traps feature a food-grade, non-toxic luring solution which draws fruit flies into the trap where they
can’t escape.



NoPests® Clothes Moth Trap

Page 8

Non-toxic traps designed to, monitor the presence of, and trap, male adult clothes moths. Use in and around wardrobes,
and cupboards.



Kapture® Pantry Moth Trap

Page 11

A free standing non-toxic pheromone trap designed with a lure to attract Pantry moths. For use in and around kitchen
cupboards.

Birds



Bird Free Bird Repellent Pre-dosed

Page 22

The Bird Free gel appears to birds as fire and it is this effect that deters birds from landing. Left undisturbed, it will
remain completely effective for at least three years after proper installation.
Use Avisil glue adhesive to secure the dishes to ledges etc or Bird Free Hangers to use in trees.



Birdscare Flash Tape

Page 21

Light reflection given off by the tape is a very effective bird scarer. Environmentally safe, effective, easy to use and will
not harm birds.



Eaton 4 The Birds® Repellent Gel

Page 22

Used to discourage pigeons, starlings, and other nuisance birds from nesting or perching on ledges, sills, roofs, peaks,
cornices, bridges, and overpasses.



Hawk Bird Scarer, Birdscare Balloon

Page 21

Hang outdoors in the breeze to control pesky birds.
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NoPests® | FLYING PESTS

Flying Pests
NoPests® have developed an insect spray that controls a wide range of flying and crawling
insects both inside the home and outdoors with knock-down, residual and repellent activity
this may be the only spray you need. NoPests® Bug Spray™ is complimented with a range of
non spray lures and traps for targeting specific pests around the home, garden and orchard.

NoPests® Bug Spray™

*DIY-NPBUGS

120ml

NoPests® Bug Spray is a liquid, general purpose insecticide, that is non
staining has no odour and very economic to use. NoPests® Bug Spray has
knock-down residual and repellent activity against most insect species such
as fleas, flies and spiders. NoPests® Bug Spray is particularly effective for the
control of flying insects.
Available in 120ml pack. Makes 10 litres of spray.
Active Ingredient: 25 g/L Deltamethrin

•••
NoPests® Flying Insects Sticky Traps

DIY-YEMED10
DIY-YEL10

Medium
Large

Trap flying pests in conservatories, greenhouses and gardens.
Contains : 5 double-sided sticky traps and twist ties. LASTS FOR UP TO 8 WEEKS!
For the effective, safe control of a range of flying insect pests including: whitefly, blackfly, midges and thrips. For use
in greenhouses, conservatories and gardens. Small flying insect pests are attracted to the trap’s yellow colour. The
NoPests® Sticky Trap is coated with a special “dry” glue – on both sides – which will not stick to your fingers or damage
your clothes.

•••

NoPests® Sticky Traps are shower proof only.

NoPests® Clothes Moth Trap

*DIY-NPCLOT

Use indoors in storage areas to trap annoying clothes moths.
Contains: 1 disposable trap and 1 pheromone lure. Lasts up to 6 weeks!
The moths are attracted by the pheromone lure. When the clothes moth’s enter the trap they are caught on the
non-drying glue coated on the inside faces of the trap. A patented black stripe is also printed on the card to
further increase the insect attraction. The traps are designed to monitor the presence of Tineola bisselliella adult
male moths in clothes and textiles.
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FLYING PESTS | NoPests®

NoPests® Codling Moth Pheromone Trap

*DIY-NPCMT

Contains: 1 Easy set delta trap, 1 hanger, 2 monitoring lures and 2 sticky glue inserts. REFILL KITS AVAILABLE!
Hang the triangular (delta) cross-section trap during September before the moths start flying using the first lure
and sticky glue insert. The trap is designed to protect 3-5 trees in a 12 metre radius. The pheromone lure attracts
and traps male moths disrupting breeding and reducing infestation. Use your second lure and sticky glue insert
to complete the season. Traps are made of strong, rigid, corrugated plastic so they can be removed at harvest
for use next season with a NoPests® Codling Moth Pheromone Refill Kit.

•••

The codling moth is 8mm (5/16") long, grey, with black lines and a distinctive copper patch on the wing tips.
Maggot damage in apples and pears is mainly caused by caterpillars of the codling moth. Female moths lay
eggs on leaves and fruits. The eggs hatch after 10–14 days and caterpillars bore into the fruitlets carving
galleries inside.

NoPests® Codling Moth Pheromone Refill Kit

*DIY-NPCMR

Refill kit for use with NoPests® Codling Moth Pheromone Trap. Contains: 2 monitoring lures and 2 sticky glue
boards.

•••

NoPests® Madex®2

DIY-NPMADEX2

60ml

Control Codling Moth in the orchard or home garden the natural way.

•••

Madex 3 has been used in commercial apple and pear orchards for Codling Moth control for more than 20 years. It
is an organic product based on a live organism – the Codling Moth Granulosis virus otherwise known as CpGV – a
naturally occurring pathogen of the codling moth. Madex 2 is a diluted form of Madex 3 especially formulated for
small orchards and home gardeners. It controls Codling moth caterpillars in their earliest juvenile stages before
they begin to burrow into the fruit, it has a highly specific effect on fruit maggots and thus does not impact bees.
Once caterpillars have burrowed deep within the fruit, they become impossible to control. Madex 2 will not control
adult moths, therefore, early application provides the best results.

Sorry to be a buzz kill…
but flying pests can be pretty annoying!
Lucky for you NoPests® products are the
buzz kill everybody wants around!
9
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NoPests® | FLYING PESTS

NoPests® Wasp Dome Trap

TRI-WASP

A reusable Non Toxic wasp trapping system for use with NoPests® Wasp Lure (sold separately). Highly effective
with the capacity to capture hundreds of wasps. When full, empty contents in trash and refill again with
NoPests® Wasp Lure. Contains 1 Wasp Dome Trap (yellow base with clear lid) and 1 suspension string. Use in
winter and spring for trapping of queens, and summer months when wasps are most active.

•••

NoPests® Wasp Lure Refill

DIY-NPWASP1
DIY-NPWASP5

1L
5L

A specially formulated, non-toxic liquid lure which is attractive to wasps, but NOT to bees. For use in the
refillable NoPests® Wasp Dome Traps or single use Disposable Wasp Bag Traps. Available in 1L & 5L packs.
Use in high summer months to control active wasp populations and also in winter and spring months to control
queen wasps to help prevent population growth.

•••

Wasp Bag Disposable

TRI-WFB

A single-use, disposable wasp trapping system for use with NoPests® Wasp Lure (sold separately). Highly effective
with the capacity to capture thousands of wasps. When full, screw cap on and dispose of in normal waste.
Contains 1 Wasp Bag Trap and 1 suspension string. A great way to control wasps in the garden.

•••

WaspJet Pro®

PCC-WASPJ

400g

Use outdoors for control of wasp nests. An aerosol that allows you to tackle wasp nests with confidence. The high
output nozzle ensures that nests can be treated from a safe distance and quickly soak the nest. The combination
of double strength actives and rapid penetration solvents, ensures the wasps are “paralysed” on contact before
dropping to the ground. Best results are achieved if wasps are sprayed directly. Spray early morning or late
evening when most wasps are back in the nest and less active. Hold can upright and target spray towards the nest
with the wind coming from behind you. Wear protective clothing when treating nests and stand at a safe distance,
not directly underneath. Available in 400g pack. For larger wasp nests use NoPest® Insect Dust.

•••
10

An excellent product for treatment of Paper wasps and their nests.

FLYING PESTS | NoPests®

NoPests® Disposable Fly Bag Trap

DIY-DISFLYB

A single-use,non-toxic, disposable fly trap containing a food-based attractant. Highly effective with the capacity
to capture up to 20,000 flies. When full, screw cap on and dispose of in normal waste. Contains 1 Fly Bag Trap and
1 suspension string.
Effective for many types of nuisance flies including blue bottle, green bottle and blow flies. Flies are a nuisance
during summer and are a hygiene concern due to their carrying and transferring of disease-causing bacteria and
parasites. They frequent food preparation and serving areas, rubbish bin areas and areas with farm animals where
they scavenge for foodstuffs.

•••

Beap Fruit Fly Trap

DIY-BFFT6

Use indoors for control of fruit flies.
A non toxic, disposable fruit fly trapping system that is easy, safe and discrete. Virtually odourless and mess-free,
use throughout the home to lure and trap nuisance fruit flies. Each trap lasts 30 days, simply toss when finished.
Contains 6 Fillable Traps (clear) and 1 x 75ml bottle of liquid attractant.

•••

Kapture® Pantry Moth Trap

*DIY-KAPMO

Trap a wide range of pesky moths in the kitchen or pantry.
Contains: 2 ready to use Pheromone Traps. Lasts for 3 months!
A patented, free standing trap design which mimics specific pheromones to attract male moths that normally
infest foodstuffs such as rice, floor and pet foods etc. Effective and safe to use in and around kitchen cupboards.
The pheromone trap remains effective for approximately 12 weeks after which period if moths are still present the
trap should be replaced. One trap is sufficient for an average size kitchen.

•••

Upon entering the trap the male moth is stuck on to the sticky board and therefore the life cycle is interrupted as
the female moth remains unfertilized. Often the first indication of the infestation is the appearance of small moths
flying about or the presence of caterpillars in or near food packages. Pantry moths can breed continuously in
favourable conditions.

Oh, for flying out loud! Flying pests in the
garden, patio, kitchen and cupboards?
These are the products you need,
tested and proven in New Zealand!
11
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NoPests® | CRAWLING PESTS

Crawling Pests
NoPests® have developed a crawling insect spray that controls a wide range of crawling
insects both inside the home and outdoors with a high level of surface residual efficacy. This is
complimented with their insect dust and a range of products which specifically target various
ant species.

NoPests® Crawling Insect Spray

*DIY-NPCRBS

100ml

A high-quality fast knock-down, non-repellent insecticide that provides long
term pest control against many crawling insects including cockroaches, ants,
fleas, spiders, carpet beetles and silverfish. Due to its zeta sized formulation
technology, NoPests® Crawling Insect Spray offers better coverage and
a higher contact rate, leading to better results and greater efficacy than
standard formulations. NoPests® Crawling Insect Spray is a surface residual
insecticide and can be used effectively indoors and outdoors including porous
areas such as brick, concrete and unpainted timber, without leaving staining
deposits.
Available in 100ml pack. Makes 10L of spray solution.
Active Ingredient: Contains 100g/L Bifenthrin in the form of a suspension
concentrate.

•••
NoPests® Insect Dust

*DIY-NPINSDU

100g

Want to get rid of ants, cockroaches, wasps and silverfish for good?
NoPests® Insect Dust is a ready to apply dust for the long term control of wasp nests. The dust is super fine and
light allowing the small particles to easily penetrate nests. Perfect for indoor and outdoor pest control. Shake
bottle before use to maximise spread.
Available in 100g pack. For larger pack size see Dust2Dust 2kg
Active Ingredient: Contains 20g/kg Permethrin in the form of a dust.

•••
NoPests® Sand4Ants

*DIY-NPANTS05

500g

NoPests® Sand4Ants is a superior residual contact insecticide for the fast and effective control of ants, fleas, ticks
and lawn pests outdoors. Designed to control major pest species of ants including the Black house ant, Argentine
ant, White-footed house ant and Darwin’s ant. NoPests® Sand4Ants can be used to control pest insect problems on
lawns, compost heaps, gardens, shrub areas, pot plants and the external surrounds of buildings and structures.
Available in 500g Shaker pack. For large areas see Biforce Granules 5kg.
Active Ingredient: Contains 2g/kg Bifenthrin

12
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CRAWLING PESTS | NoPests®

NoPests® X-it Ant

*DIY-NPXANT
DIY-NPXANT1

225ml
1L

A non-repellent, long lasting insecticide specifically designed for New Zealand’s outdoor conditions. NoPests™
X-it Ant is effective for several months against all ant species in New Zealand including Argentine and Darwin’s
ants and also very effective against other crawling insect pests such as cockroaches and spiders.
Spray onto outdoor areas such as paths, driveways, irrigation pipes, trees, gardens and building exteriors. Rainfast
after 1 hour of sunlight. NoPests™ X-it Ant has quick initial knockdown on contact and after 96 hours has delayed
activity by attaching to the insect’s feet when walked on, and is taken back to the nest. The chemical is also
transferred to other insects when preening each other.

•••

Available in 225ml and 1L packs. Dilution rate: 15 ml per 1L water.
Active Ingredient: Contains 80g/L Bifenthrin.
Note: A clean sprayer with no prior chemical residue spray is required.

NoPests® Ant Bait™

*DIY-NPAB20G

20g

NoPests® Ant Bait is a premium ant bait that has no odour, is non-staining and easy to apply. The highly palatable
bait matrix in NoPests® Ant Bait encourages ants to consume as much bait as possible and return it to the nest.
NoPests® Ant Bait controls all major pest species of ants found in NZ, such as Black house ants, Argentine ants,
White footed house ant and Darwin’s Ant.
Active Ingredient: Contains 0.5 g/kg Indoxacarb in the form of a gel bait.

•••

Biforce® Granules

PCC-BGR05

5kg

Biforce Granules is a superior residual contact insecticide for the fast and effective control of ants, fleas, ticks
and lawn pests outdoors. Designed to control major pest species of ants including the Black house ant, Argentine
ant, White-footed house ant and Darwin’s ant. Easy to apply by hand applicator or spreader, Biforce Granules can
be used to control pest problems on lawns, parks, golf courses, turf farms, sports fields, compost heaps, gardens,
shrub areas and the external surrounds of buildings and structures. Available in 5kg pack. For smaller pack see
NoPests® Sand4Ants 500gm.

•••

Biforce Granules are a heavy sand granule insecticide, most effective at targeting organic insect-infected areas
(such as turf, bark gardens, gravel, compost heaps, garden and shrub areas) where conventional spray and dust
pest control products cannot penetrate deep into swath or inaccessible areas. The heavy regular shaped granules
of Biforce Granules allow the particle to successfully drop through thick vegetation to where the insects are
located.
Active Ingredient: Contains 2g/kg Bifenthrin

Dust2Dust™

PCC-DUS02

2kg

Dust2Dust is a superfine permethrin insecticide dust for the long term control of ants, cockroaches, fleas, wasps,
silverfish, bedbugs and other insects. Dust2Dust is a very fine, fluffy powder and will not clog your puffer. It is
ready to use and requires no further dilution. Its lightness and small particle size mean it can easily penetrate
cracks, crevices and cavities, and can be moved long distances with the use of a B&G Bulb Dust-R or Makita
Electric Blower (Battery Operated).
Available in 2kg pack. For smaller pack size see NoPests® Insect Dust 100g
Active Ingredient: Contains 20g/kg Permethrin in the form of a dust.

*SOLD /CTN ONLY

•••
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Exterm-an-ant®

*PCC-EXANT

100ml

A liquid formulation ant bait based on organic ingredients which are highly palatable to ants. Using insect
pheromones as part of the attractant, the active ingredient, boric acid is applied without dilution near ant trails.
The ants take the product back to the nest which kills the nest.

•••
Vanquish™ Argentine Ant Bait

PCC-VANA325

325g

Use outdoors to control annoying ants.
A very effective ant bait in the form of a pale green paste for the control of Argentine ants and other ant species.
Available in 325g packs.
Active ingredient: 0.1g/kg Fipronil

•••
NoPests® Roach Bait

DIY-NPCRB

20g

Use indoors to control annoying cockroaches.
This easy to use gel bait is specifically designed to control major pest species of German and American
cockroaches. NoPests® Roach Bait contains the active ingredient indoxacarb, which does not cause immediate
mortality, allowing the cockroach to return to harbourage areas where other cockroaches will become
contaminated, greatly increasing the level of control..
Available in 20g tube.

•••

Active Ingredient: 6g/kg Indoxacarb

Vendetta® Cockroach Gel Bait

PCC-VEND

30g

Use outdoors & indoors to control annoying cockroaches.
Vendetta™ Cockroach Gel Bait is a specially formulated, high-performance spot and crack/crevice gel bait. Highly
attractive and effective — even on the toughest, “hard-to-kill” cockroach populations. Watch the numbers of
German Cockroach and American Cockroaches drop.
Available in 30g pack.
Active ingredient: Abamectin B1

•••
Crickoff Pro Black Field Cricket Bait

PCC-CRICK

22kg

Highly palatable malathion-treated whole wheat bait for the most effective control of black field crickets in all
environments. Its superior palatability and efficacy will result in rapid knock down and control of the target pest
ensuring maximum pasture survival and growth.
Convenient 2-hectare treatment 22kg bags
Active Ingredient: Malathion
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SLIMEY PESTS | NoPests®

Slimey Pests
Slugs and snails can really rip your veggies. Put a stop to them with NoPests® Delicia Sluggoff®
Lentils – highly effective even in damp conditions.

NoPests® Delicia® SLUGGOFF® Lentils

DIY-SLUG003

300g

Delicia Sluggoff Lentils have been specifically developed to help in the fight
against all active stages of the snail and slug life-cycle including juveniles.
The unique patented extrusion process has for the first time resulted in a
product that is designed with slugs and snails in mind. Rapid uptake ensures
maximum efficacy and therefore maximum crop protection. Free from dust
they have a slim ‘biting edge’ allowing for easy consumption from even the
smallest juvenile. Resistant to rain and mould for up to 4 weeks.
Also available in 8kg resealable bags.
Active Ingredient: 30g/kg Metaldehyde in the form of a granular bait.

•••

With up to 27,000 teeth slugs and snails can
make a real mess in your veggie patch – not to
mention the slime trails – yuck!
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Furry Pests
While some of them may look cute furry animals can be a real pain and can cause real damage
to your vegetable patch and property, not to mention our native flora and fauna. NoPests® have
you covered with a range of bait and trapping options.
VTA-PDR25
VTA-PDR10
*VTA-PDR02

Pindone AgTech Rabbit Pellets

25kg
10kg
2kg

The only rabbit bait considered safe enough to be available to the general
public. Pindone AgTech Rabbit Pellets are a first generation anticoagulant cereal
based pellet. A great deal of Pindone would need to be consumed for animals,
such as cats and dogs, to suffer poisonous effects which makes Pindone less
hazardous to non-target animals while still being lethal to rabbits. Rabbits like
the taste of the pellets so will keep coming back for more ensuring a lethal dose
is consumed. Pellets are coloured green to deter birds and other native wildlife
from consuming. The risk of secondary poisoning to dogs is also low due to
rabbits mostly meeting their end while tucked up in their burrows. Available in a
2kg, 10kg and 25kg pack.
To be used in a NoPests Multifeeder - see below
In the unlikely event that a pet manages to consume a significant volume of
Pindone, their gums will become very pink to signify their exposure and a visit
to the vet for a Vitamin K injection will have them back to their normal selves.

•••
NoPests® Multifeeder Bait Station

BS-NOPMBS

A reusable rabbit bait station for use with Pindone Rabbit Bait Pellets (sold separately). Ideally suited for lifestyle
blocks, orchards, vineyards and gardens. Easy and safe to move around, the canister construction protects bait
from decay and exposure to the elements. Designed to eliminate spillage and waste, and is ideal for rabbits with
up to three rabbits able to feed at once. Ensure the bait station is placed out some days before bait is added. Holes
should be turned to the side and sleeve only half filled. The outer sleeve allows the station to be sealed, dry and
weatherproof during the day, and opened at night when rabbits are more active.

•••
Pindone Pellets Possums & Rats

VTA-PDPR25
VTA-PDPR10
*VTA-PDPR02

25kg
10kg
2kg

Pindone Possum & Rat Bait Pellets are a first generation anticoagulant cereal based pellet. A great deal of
Pindone would need to be consumed for animals, such as cats and dogs, to suffer poisonous effects which makes
Pindone less hazardous to other animals while still being lethal to possums and rats. Pindone is NOT effective on
mice. Possums and rats like the taste of the pellets so will keep coming back for more ensuring a lethal dose is
consumed. Pellets are coloured green to deter birds and other native wildlife from consuming. Available in a 2kg,
10kg and 25kg pack.
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•••

Pindone Possum & Rat Bait Pellets must be used with a bait station like the Philproof Possum Bait Station for
possums (sold separately) and the Pied Piper Bait Station for rats (sold separately).
In the unlikely event that a pet manages to consume a significant volume of Pindone, their gums will become
very pink to signify their exposure and a visit to the vet for a Vitamin K injection will have them back to their
normal selves.

FURRY PESTS | NoPests®

Pied Piper Bait Station

BS-PIPER

A reusable rat bait station for use with bait such as Pindone Possum & Rat Bait Pellets, Contrac Rodent Blox or
Ditrac Rodent Blocks (all sold separately). Sturdy and solid, interlocking design keeps bait contained within the
bait station. Provides superior weather protection to bait by keeping bait 70mm off the ground. Tunnel design
provides rats a safe feeding area, free from predators, encouraging bait consumption. Holds up to 700g of Pindone
(approximately 350 pellets) or approximately 19 x 28g blocks of Contrac or Ditrac.

•••
Philproof Possum Bait Station Mini

BS-PPMIS

A reusable possum bait station for use with Pindone Possum & Rat Bait Pellets (sold separately). Made of heavy
duty plastic with a removable base for refilling. Fully weatherproof with an 800g bait capacity. A nail and spacer
are provided for mounting on a tree trunk approximately 30cm above a tree branch allowing possums to easily
feed on the bait.

•••
NoPests® Live Rat Cage

*TR-LRCAGE

A reusable, live-capture rat trapping system. Designed to catch, not kill, meaning no poison, no blood and no
injury. Rats are lured into the cage by the bait applied to the hook. The trigger activates when the rat pulls on the
bait. The trap door is powered by two powerful springs closing very quickly leaving little chance for rodents to
escape.
The NoPests® Live Rat Cage can also be used to capture other pests such as possums, small stray cats, weasels,
rabbits and more. Simply use bait/attractant appropriate to the pest you are trying to catch.

•••
Cat & Possum Cage Trap NC (2 doors)

TR-CPTRS2

A two-door, plate operated, non-collapsible cage trap for feral cats, possums or rabbits. Following capture,
the door remains locked in the closed position so that it is impossible for the animal to escape. Specialised for
catching feral cats and possums, popular with councils and Landcare groups. Can be baited with apple for
possums, or meat or chicken for feral cats.
Dimensions: Approximately 305mm x 305mm x 710mm (WxHxD)

•••
Contrac® Rodent Blox

VTA-CONSB2
VTA-CON12
*VTA-CON18
VTA-CON08

2 x 225g
12 x 28g
1.8kg
8kg

A second generation, single-feed anticoagulant rodent bait that kills rats and mice fast. For use with bait stations
such as Tomcat Mouse Bait Station, Tomcat Rodent Station or Pied Piper Bait Station. A proven formulation with
an optimal blend of ingredients and low wax content for high palatability and weather-ability. An ideal choice for
all-round control of rats and mice.
Available in 2 x 225g, 12 x 28g, 1.8kg and 8kg packs.
Active Ingredient: Bromadiolone

*SOLD /CTN ONLY

•••
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Ditrac® Rodent Blox

VTA-DITSB4
*VTA-DIT18
VTA-DIT8

450g
1.8kg
8.2kg

A first generation, multi-feed anticoagulant rat bait that is less hazardous to other animals than 2nd generation
baits. For use with bait stations such as Tomcat Low Profile Rat Bait Station, Tomcat Rodent Station or Pied Piper
Bait Station. A proven formulation with an optimal blend of ingredients and low wax content for high palatability
and weather-ability. A better choice for when non-target animal species are a concern.
Available in 450g, 1.8kg and 8kg pack.
Active Ingredient: Diphacinone

•••
Tomcat® Mouse Bait Station

DIY-TCMBS

A reusable bait station for use with Contrac Rodent Blox (sold separately). Ideal for indoor as its patented
triangular design easily fits in corners, behind appliances and in tight areas where mice like to travel and nest.
Mice do not hesitate to enter and once inside, baffles lead rodents directly to bait which cannot be removed from
the station. Tamper-resistant with a special key required to unlock, the Tomcat Mouse Bait Station is perfect for
securing mouse bait around the home to protect children and dogs from getting at the bait.
Contains 1 Rat Bait Station (black low profile) and 1 Tomcat special key.

•••
Tomcat® Rodent Station

DIY-TCRS

A reusable and high quality station for use with Contrac Rodent Blox bait (sold separately) or traps such as Tomcat
Rat Trap, (sold separately). Suitable for indoor or outdoor use, the Tomcat Rodent Station keeps your rodent control
bait or traps away from children and pets and out of sight. The impact resistant material is incredibly durable and
the rounded interior corners make cleaning a breeze.

•••

Contrac Rodent Blox are held in place with rods to ensure the rodent cannot remove the bait from the station. The
Tomcat Rat Trap fits within the station. The Tomcat Rodent Station is tamper-resistant and locks automatically on
close with the Tomcat two-prong ‘key’ required to unlock, protecting children and dogs from getting at the bait or
trap.
Contains 1 Rat Station (black) and 1 Tomcat two-prong ‘key’.

DOC Rat Tunnel

TR-DCRTUN

A specially designed H3 treated wooden box housing developed to hold rat snap traps. Designed to exclude
non-target species, protect the trap and provide public safety. To be used with the Tomcat Rat Trap or Victor
Professional Rat Trap.

•••
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Rat-a-tat-tat, you’ve got an unwanted visitor!
Set yourself up with our selection of traps, baits,
bait stations and tunnels.

FURRY PESTS | NoPests®

Modified Victor® Stoat and Rat Trap

TR-VICSTOAT

A cost effective and lightweight alternative to the DOC 150 and 200 in a wooden box. Passed NAWAC testing on
Norway and Ship Rats and Stoats.

•••
Victor® Professional Rat Trap

*TR-VICPR1

Effective for rat and stoat control, the original wood based wire snap trap provides instant rodent control and
is safe for household use. For effective rat control, each rat trap comes pre baited with a large scented plastic
Swiss cheese trip pedal which is easily activated by rodents interested in the bait and also through accidental
contact as rats scamper across the floor.

•••
Tomcat® Rat Trap

DIY-TCRT

A reusable rat snap trap that effectively incorporates the perfect combination of trap velocity and trigger
sensitivity. It’s patented, interlocking teeth make escapes virtually impossible. Safe and convenient, it can easily
be set by hand or foot for placement in a variety of locations including inside the Tomcat Rodent Station for added
security. Passed NAWAC testing when set in a DOC Rat Tunnel with frontal approach. Made from high-impact
plastic and rust-resistant metals, the Tomcat Rat Traps have long lives and are plenty durable. The removable bait
cup also allows the trap to be fully serviced without being set, further enhancing safety and usability.

•••
Snap Mouse Trap

TR-SNAPCM

A reusable mouse snap trap that is easy to bait, set and release. Sensitive yet powerful with a pre-form bait
reservoir. Simple, safe, sanitary and built to last. Made from durable polystyrene and steel.

•••
Snap Rat Trap

TR-SNAPCR

The Snap Rat Trap is easy to bait, set and release. Sensitive yet powerful with a pre-form bait reservoir. Simple,
safe, sanitary and built to last. Made from durable polystyrene and steel.
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•••

*SOLD /CTN ONLY
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Timms Possum Trap

TR-TIMM

A trap designed to capture and kill possums. Use with apple as a bait. Can be modified to trap feral cats by
enlarging the entry hole and using chicken or other meat as a bait.

•••
Trapinator Kill Trap

TR-PTKT

A specifically designed humane trap for possums and feral cats. Lightweight design, portable and durable with
one movement set arm, fully rotatable bait panel which allows for ease of application.
Tested and approved to meet NAWAC Standards NZ.

•••
Baitsafe® Bait Station

BS-BAITSAFE
BS-BAITSAFE3

BaitSafe is the next generation in bait station technology. It removes the need to enter small, uncomfortable
or hazardous locations when installing bait stations and works 24 hours a day to protect people and property
from the dangers of rodents. Unlockable only with a special tool, the bait can’t be accessed by children or pets
tampering with the station, with the bait spike securing baits in place so they cannot be carried away and cached
by rodents and eaten by non target species. For use in homes, apartments, offices, baches, schools, hospitals,
stadiums the list goes on. BaitSafe can be installed in ceilings, eaves, external stud walls, lean-tos, sub floors or
anywhere that rats and mice are found.

•••

Odour bag

PHW-ODEB

Use indoors to remove odour caused by dead rodents.
A single use, easy to use bag which attracts and removes all types of odour molecules. Ideal for hard to reach
places such as in ceilings or underfloor, where rodent carcasses cannot easily be removed. Simply place the bag
near odour and it begins to work within 24 hours to several days. Can be left for 3-4 months and is safe around
children and pets as the Odour Bag is non-flammable and contains only natural minerals with no chemicals,
toxins or fragrances.

•••
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Bird Brained Pests
While most of the time our feathered friends don’t bother us, sometimes they can make a bit
of a nuisance of themselves, NoPests® have you covered with a range of deterrent options for
keeping pesky birds away.

Hawk Bird Scarer

BIR-HAWK
The Hawk Bird Scarer is a full size replica hawk moulded from tough
weather-proof plastic with imitation wing tips that flap when the bird is
suspended. No power, wind or poison needed – environmentally friendly.
One Hawk Bird Scarer would be suitable for the domestic back garden or
pleasure craft. Suspending on a pole or guide-wire between 2 trees has the
best effect. Effective against most birds such as starlings, mynas, pigeons,
swallows, seagulls, ducks but does not give 100% results for sparrows.

•••
Birdscare Balloon

BIR-SCBALL

Great for the veggie garden or home orchard, in crops, farm sheds, vineyards, berry patches and greenhouses.
The bright colours, large predator eyes and hanging reflective streamers on these balloons are threatening to
birds. Holographic predator eyes, bright colours and wind movement adds intimidation so they think they are
being watched by a predator. Hang your vibrant Birdscare Balloon from trees or long poles. Its visuals will make
your bird brained pests turn tail.

•••
Birdscare Flash Tape

BIR-BST150

150m

Birdscare Flash Tape is a metallic tape (red on one side and silver on the reverse) which is very light and flutters in
the slightest wind. Ideal for the protection of fruit, vegetables and lawn seedlings. Light reflection given off by the
tape is a very effective bird scarer. Environmentally safe, effective, easy to use and will not harm birds.

•••
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Eaton 4 The Birds® Repellent Gel

BIR-EAT0300

300g

Use indoors and outdoors to control pesky birds. Used to discourage pigeons, starlings and other nuisance birds
from nesting or perching on ledges, sills, roofs, peaks, cornices, bridges and overpasses. Eaton’s 4 the Birds
Repellent Gel can be safely used on house roofs where water is drawn for human consumption. All surfaces
should be cleared of dust, dirt, droppings and loose debris before treatment application. Do not apply on
locations where desirable species of birds might become entangled in the repellent. Available in a 300g pack.

•••

Bird Free Bird Repellent Pre-dosed

BIR-BFDDISH

Bird Free Bird Repellent Pre-dosed dishes are a bird repellent gel inside low-profile (8mm high) application dishes
for use with either glue adhesive or Bird Free Hangers. The Bird Free gel appears to birds as fire and it is this effect
that deters birds from landing. Bird Free’s deterrent effect on birds is long-lasting. Left undisturbed, it will remain
completely effective for at least three years after proper installation. Includes 15 preloaded dishes.
Use Avisil glue adhesive to secure the dishes to ledges etc. or Bird Free Hangers to use in trees.

•••
Bird Free Hangers

BIR-BFDISHA

Bird Free Dish Hangers are for use with Bird Free Bird Repellent Pre-dosed.
Specially designed to hang the Bird Free dishes when applying bird free gel to tree branches.

•••
The view the full range of bird control products available visit keyindustries.co.nz
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Prevent pesky nuisance birds from nesting,
perching and getting into the garden at your place
with our no-nonsense, effective, do it yourself
bird control range.

PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT | NoPests®

Personal Protection
While we ensure our products are as safe as possible to use, we offer high quality Dräger
masks to protect your breathing when in dusty or enclosed areas, and multi purpose
chemically resistant nitrile gloves as an extra layer of protection for your hands.

Dräger Chemical Set X-plore® 3500

DRA-3504031
The Dräger X-plore 3500 premium half mask and filters comes ready to use
and is high quality, low maintenance, inexpensive and comfortable. Includes a
medium-sized Dräger X-plore 3500 Mask and a pair of unattached ABEK1HgP3
bayonet twin filters (replaceable). The bayonet filters are combination filters
which means they have two layers. One layer protects against gaseous
fumes and vapours (class 1) and the other layer protects against dust and
particulates (class 3). Class 3 particle filters are 99.95% efficient in protecting
against dust and particulates.
Supplied in a resealable plastic container for easy transport and storage.
Replacement Filter DRA-6738817

•••
Dräger Chemical Set X-plore® 3300

DRA-R57794

The Dräger Chemical Set X-plore 3300 set comes ready to use and is high quality, low maintenance, inexpensive
and comfortable. Includes a medium-sized Dräger X-plore 3300 Mask and a pair of unattached ABEK1HgP3
bayonet twin filters (replaceable). The bayonet filters are combination filters which means they have two layers.
One layer protects against gaseous fumes and vapours (class 1) and the other layer protects against dust and
particulates (class 3). Class 3 particle filters are 99.95% efficient in protecting against dust and particulates.
Supplied in a resealable plastic container for easy transport and storage.

•••
Dräger X-plore® Mask
Replacement Filters

DRA-6738817

2 pack

The ABEK Hg P3 filters from Drager Safety protect against a massive range of gases and also particles. They are
bayonet twin filters which means they must be used with masks which have a bayonet connection such as the
Dräger Chemical Set X-plore 3300.
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Black Dragon Nitrile Gloves

PPE-BDP1
PPE-BDP2
PPE-BDP3
PPE-BDP4
PPE-BDP5

S
M
L
XL
2XL

Recommended for use with most pest control products.
Ambidextrous gloves made from 100% nitrile rubber (5 times stronger than latex). Nitrile is chemically resistant
therefore an ideal choice when handling oils, fuels and a wide range of chemicals. Non-slip textured finger tips
for greater grip and beaded cuff for added strength (less likely to tear when donning). Black colour hides dirt and
looks cool!

•••

Available in packs of 100 in sizes Small, Medium, Large, X-Large, 2X-Large

AlphaTec® 2000 Overalls

PPE-OVB3
PPE-OVB4
PPE-OVB5
PPE-OVB6

L
XL
2XL
3XL

Proven protective barrier to low concentration liquid chemicals, liquid & particulate biological hazards. Excellent
barrier to fine particulates (>0.01 microns) with bound seams.
3-piece hood, 2-way front zipper with resealable storm flap, finger loops. Elasticated hood, waist, wrists and
ankles.
Breathable laminate material is moisture vapour permeable (“breathable”) to help reduce heat stress.

•••

Silicone-free, and low linting to reduce the risk of fibre contamination. Optimised body fit improves wearer
comfort and safety. Anti-static – Tested according to EN 1149-5. Finger loops to prevent sleeve movement when
working above your head. Type 5, Type 6 plus protection against radioactive particulates.
Colour: White
Sizes 4XL to 8XL available on request.

Dräger Workstar Flexothane Suit

DRA-R54522
DRA-R54523
DRA-R54524

M
L
XL

The Drager Workstar Flexothane Suit is a one-piece overall design and is equipped with a hood and cord, sleeves
with elastic ends and cuffs, as well as reflective strips on the upper arms. The ends of the legs can be adjusted
using press buttons. The zipper runs vertically on the front of the overall, and is protected by a double flap.
This overall offers protection against crude oil, machine oil, petroleum, lubricants, etc. The light, water-vapourpermeable material offers a high degree of comfort and maintains its flexibility, even at very low temperatures.

•••
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NoPests is supported by the larger
Key Industries range.
®

Key Industries are dedicated to ‘Protecting people, crops and native species’ by
providing agrichemicals and pest control products that have been proven to work
in New Zealand. We focus on human safety, and minimising environmental impact,
through the use of high efficacy products and smart application strategies. We provide
a broad range of fungicides, insecticides, herbicides, foliar nutrients and adjuvants for
agricultural and horticultural customers.
Our History

BioGro approved, Natural, and Non-Toxic.

Key Industries Is New Zealand’s leading pest control products
supply company. Founded In 1987, Key Industries was initially an
agrichemical company providing specialty chemical products into
the agriculture, horticulture and urban and industrial pest control
markets.

Key Industries has a strong focus on developing and providing
BioGro approved natural products suited to the New Zealand
environment.

Today it has grown into a company that provides both chemical and
non-chemical products and services many more markets such as:
wildlife conservation, organic food production, animal production,
home garden, and export.

We offer a variety of natural products for both the DIY and Ag/
Hort markets. We continue to build on our extensive knowledge
of organic chemistry as we develop new products to meet the
increasing demand for natural, non-toxic options.

Tested and Proven in New Zealand
Key Industries allocate valuable time and resources to thoroughly
test each product we develop or exclusively source from other
suppliers to ensure they work effectively in New Zealand
conditions.
We are driven to ensure that New Zealand producers always get
a high quality product that performs effectively in our unique
environment.
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Distributed by:
Key Industries Limited
PO Box 65070, Mairangi Bay,
AUCKLAND 0754
sales@nopests.co.nz

0800 111 466
nopests.co.nz

